11:00 Login and Soundcheck

11:05 Welcome and Aims of Workshop - Dr Oliver Cox
- Opportunity to build connections with CCT across different specialist areas.
- Three particular themes: histories, heritage science and business.
- Outline structure of the workshop

11:10 Introduction to CCT and Opportunities for Collaborations - Peter Aiers

11:30 Questions

11:40 1. Histories - Dr Karl Kinsella
- How do we unlock the stories that historic parish churches have to tell, in order to demonstrate their relevance to society in more secular age?
- Short presentation from Oxford speaker to highlight potential approaches.

11:50 Histories: Discussion

12:00 Comfort Break

12:10 2. Heritage Science - Professor Heather Viles
- Can CCT churches help with research to identify the impact of climate change on the fabric of the buildings, can they become laboratories to test technology and techniques to help mitigate change?
- Short presentation from Oxford speaker to highlight potential approaches.

12:20 Heritage Science: Discussion

12:30 3. Business - Dr Pegram Harrison
- How does CCT invest to develop commercial activity whilst delivering the core purpose of saving historic churches for the nation?
- Short presentation from Oxford speaker to highlight potential approaches.

12:40 Business: Discussion

12:50 Opportunities for Collaboration – Wider Discussion - Dr Oliver Cox

13:10 Next Steps

13:15 Close